Ford model a headlight
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registered users have limited site access.. You have to register before you can post. Click here
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Previous template Next. Ok, first off I would like to explain that you will need to purchase the
reflectors with the mounting for the Halogen bulb, the 3 ear mount and this LED light set. Please
read the comments on the pictures, and I will answer all questions. There will need to be a few
fitments done to align the bulb and focus correctly. Hmm,, just noticed something on the 11th
picture. In this picture I am trying to show the indexing button that is used to set the alignment
and focus of the bulb. Since I can't read the full text I put on the picture I will state here that
there will need to be multiple fitment of the bulb in the reflector because the original bulb
mounting might be different on your reflectors from the ones on my reflectors. There will need
to be another hole drilled in the mounting to set that ball in the correct position to help hold the
bulb in correct orientation and alignment to get the optimum focus. You do not have permission
to view this gallery. This gallery has 15 photos. Last edited by DaWizard ; , AM. Reason:
correcting information. You wana look waaay far up da road and plan yer route because the
brakes are far more of a suggestion than a command! Tags: None. Thanks Wiz. Twiss Collector
Car Parts. Comment Post Cancel. Meaning, on high beam, I can see illumination for One Mile. I
know this because where I live the city is divided into 1 mile grids for major streets and half mile
for minor streets and on the low beam I can see the reflection on the parking restriction signs to
the half mile street, and on high I can see the reflection of the same signs to the next major
street. This is serious illumination through the stock Model A lenses. NOT the early fluted
lenses as all they do is blast the light out without the focus of the later lenses. Bob C. When you
get a chance show us a picture of what the beam looks like from 25 feet from a wall or garage
door. DaWizard commented. I'll take a few shots tonight. Ok, you asked for it, I deliver. The
lighter ones were at dusk, the darker ones were taken just a few minutes ago. You should be
able to tell high from low beams. This gallery has 4 photos. Mitch commented. Watch out that
you don't burn a hole in the garage door with those intense lights. Nice thread BTW. Great job
Wiz, thanks for the info. One question: in your pictures it appears that you are also using your
headlights for parking lamps, or is that just a reflection of the headlight bulbs? Those are the
turn signal LEDs. I had to have something that was bright enough to be seen when the
headlights were turned on, and I tried to take a picture of them working but it caused the phone
to go cross eyed. I like this setup. I have a set of the Vintiques reflectors with the turn signal
sockets in the box waiting for something like this. I think I may order a set and give it a try. So
the plastic ring that you drilled the orientation hole into comes with the lights, correct? This
assembly is made to retrofit the Halogens? Yes, all you will need to do relocate that hole, as the
I'm not sure if the orientation of the mounting in the reflector you have. You will find that it
might need to be back just a tad to get the focus correct, but that was barely needed on mine.
Thank You A couple of questions. You mention a "reducer" The website asks about a
"decoder". Are they the same? Thank You George. George, I removed the original headlights
complete and installed a set purchased from CW Moss that were already set up for Halogen and
parking lights. Now, these happened to be a Vintiques item, but I am tickled pink with the fit and
finish. Their new stainless headlights are great. Yes, the reducer is the decoder. Just an FYI, I
also removed the "stock" style plugs and wiring that came with the headlights and installed 6
conductor Amphanol connectors so I didn't need to worry about connections, and had enough
connections to do other light things in the future. The stock 3 connector unit can be used, but I
can not impress upon you the need for a very good ground on the housing. You mentioned
above that this set-up requires H mounting. The Vintique reflectors I have I believe are for H-4
bulbs. Is that a problem? Well, I looked at both headlights and it appears that they are the same,
or close enough that it shouldn't matter. The H-4 bulb has what appears to be a tin style
mounting, while the H style has the mounting like I am using. I will need to call them tomorrow
and confirm the type, but I believe it is the replacement 8th Gen bulb. I know it was an 8th gen
headlight conversion. Stand by until tomorrow and I will confirm what I purchased. My login
doesn't work so I can check tonight Just looking back at the link in the first post, it is the
replacement bulb, not the H mounting. CarlG commented. OK, one more question: Do I buy the
set with the decoder, or without the decoder? Carl, you do NOT need the decoder , that is for the
modern computerized cars! Now, to solidify the unit needed, it is the replacement, and here is
the link to that bulb. Wiz we are talking about Carl here maybe he has incorporated a ecm into
his car. Carl I had the absolute pleasure of meeting your neighbor Jim in Iowa such a nice man
he says my car is his car's evil twin. Chief, not sure what an "ecm" is. And Jim is probably the
reason why many of the Model A's in Alaska are alive and well. Like Lt. Columbo says: Just one
more questionâ€” Is there any problem with cooling since the fan is enclosed in the air tight

bucket? Actually, there are no fans, and IF you have a reducer fail like I did, it was replaced the
next day. These guys are great to deal with. KB9JLO commented. So you have the one's without
the fans Wiz? Good to know. Yes, no fans. Looks like this is going to be one of my winter
projects this winter. Placed my order today. Procrastination doesn't exactly work though, price
went up since I first looked at them. Ok, the posted pictures are the items that come with the
actual lights and all parts are needed. There is a separate "decoder" that is needed for the new
generation of computer controlled cars to fool the computer, or some such, but the Model A
isn't in need of those. Not my fault. What I would do is call them and see if the new price reflects
the need for the "decoder" and explain that for this application it is not needed and maybe they
will send you the set without that part for a better price. Procrastination was my fault, not yours!
Related Topics. We heard where one person tried newly advertised LED bulbs in his typical
Model A headlight reflectors Channel: Model A Forum. Channel: Electrical Reference. Headlight
Bulb Filament info stock 6V. I wanted to change both headlight bulbs at the same time so they
would have the same brightness. When I installed the bulbs in the headlight socket two of them
had filaments that were parallel to each other like they should be but not horizontal. Two of the
four Halogen headlights. I purchased halogen bulbs that are supposed to fit the original
sockets. What is the difference between those bulbs and a halogen sealed beam with adapter
that I found on Barn? LED headlights. Has anyone ever tried to use the behind the lens sealed
beam adapters and use LED sealed beam type conversion bulbs? Bulb Wattage. What size watt
bulb do I use in the Dash Light? I put a 12volt parking lamp in and it must be too much wattage
as the outer metal dome gets hot. I don't see a special bulb listed with Berts or Snyders. New
LED headlight question. I picked up my car from the shop yesterday and tried to install the new
Logo bulbs. Whenever I turned the headlights on, the fuse that I have on the starter immediately
blew. I pulled the reflector out and tried again same result. With the regular incandescent bulb
no problems. I only tried the one bulb in the passenger side only. LED Tail-light. Anybody come
up with a slick method to hold the bulb plate assemblies firmly in place? I'm not a wadded up
newspaper fan. Have no idea if some Model A owners ever noticed recently that some modern
cars today have turn signals mounted immediately adjacent to their modern headlights. At night
or in daytime, some modern turn signals are over powered by modern headlights especially
when one is driving with their bright lights "ON". Observing these types of modern close
proximity turn signals Unconfigured Ad Widget. All Rights Reserved. Reproduction or
Publication Prohibited without Permission. Yes No. OK Cancel. Ford Flathead V8 fuel pump,
With glass bowl. Newly re-tooled, this is a top quality off-on style switch that No more skinned
knuckles with our brake spring hook tool. At last! UK made kingpins for the English Ford Draper
compression tester, complete with three spark plug size adaptors. Intelligent battery charger 6V
or 12V for workshop and home use. Water pump rebuild kit for the Model B engine, with
Vacuum testing on our vintage Fords, gives us an incredible amount View installation sheet.
Companion guide to Mechanics handbook Vol 1. Another 'Must Have' The third mechanics
handbook by Les Andrews and another 'Must Have' Every Model A should have one of these!
Why burn up A new soft bound A4 version of the popular service bulletins. Everything a
beginner needs to know, from learning to start and NEW Buick style, 45 fin brake drum. They
come unpainted Original style distributor points for the Model A. Set of 14 chrome Head nut
covers for the Pedals Cooling Electrical Engine 24hp. Exhaust Dash Fuel Ignition. Interior
Upholstery Lights Mirrors. Ignition Lighting Wheel Area. About Brooklin White Metal Models.
Model A Pickup Upholstery. Model A Ford Head Lights. Best Sellers. The new reflector is
aluminum plated, polished and sealed from the air. Sold each. If you also have a seperate
sidelight bulb in the headlamp, you will need the two bulb version. This is the one to use, if you
have a seperate sidelight bulb. These have the early fluted lenses and are the 2 bulb style
Headlight bulb and sidelight bulb Ready to bolt on, sold in pairs only. Set of 2. These headlights
are supplied with 6v bulbs. Order our 12v bulbs if you are using 12v. These are the 2 bulb style
Headlight bulb and sidelight bulb Ready to bolt on, sold in pairs only. Ready to bolt on, sold in
pairs only. View Ordering Information Qty:. Quartz halogen 12 volt bulb with built in orange bulb
indicators, Ready to bolt on, sold in pairs only. Complete stainless steel headlamps for the Very
nice quality! Two nuts and lock washers to mount the headlight to the cross bar. Made in USA.
These are jewelled style stainless visors that mount under the rim. The special bolt that sticks
out the bottom of the headlamp. Cad plated. Set of 4 bolts, nuts and lock washers that hold the
headlamp bar to the front fenders. These were originally spot welded to the headlight bucket for
the reflector to set into. Simply enlarge the hole in the center of the reflector, and install this kit.
Gives much better lighting for night driving. This kit comes with bulbs, sockets, reflectors, and
gaskets for both headlights. Installs easily in any model A headlight. Best to have an alternator
on your car to run these. Puts off light just like your modern car for night driving. You need to
have an alternator on your car to run these. Note, You will have to drill a hole in your reflectors

to install this kit. Available in volt only. Originally the bottom plate on the headlight shell was
riveted. A cad plated spring for the headlight latch. This is the spring steel clip that is snapped
into the top of the headlight bucket that holds the rim on the top. A very well made rim that
includes latch at bottom. This is the small clip that sticks out the bottom of the bucket that the
'T' bar hooks onto to hold the rim on. The clip that sticks through the bottom of the headlamp
rim in which the latch pivots on. Polished stainless steel bar that clips to A to hold the rim in
place. All chrome latch repair kit for both headlight rims. This is what they call the fluted lens. It
was used from until March of Exactly as original. This style of lens was used from March of 29
until the end of production. Sorry, picture doesn't show the script. Sealed beam adapter kit. Kit
puts the entire sealed beam behind the original lens. Does both headlights. If you are running a
generator, you will have to turn your adjustable brush all the way up to run these. If you are
running an alternator, we recommend going to the quartz adapter kit, you will get a much better
light. When converting your headlights over to sealed beams, these are the 6-volt bulbs that you
will need. Universal set of wire clips that hold the lens into the rim. One kit is enough to do both
headlights. A set of six clips to hold the glass to the rim for both lights. The bulb holder is 2"
long. The spring goes between the bulb holder socket and the back of the light to adjust beam.
These are made out of very high heat resistant plastic so they will not melt and short when used
with quartz bulbs in a Model A headlight bucket. When putting sealed beam bulbs in Model A
buckets, you will need these. These press in the old hole where the original socket stuck out to
fasten the headlight conduit to. This socket is held in place with the shoulder between the
headlight bucket, and the base plate. It holds the headlight socket in place at the base of the
light. Headlight Wire Brass Terminal Set A These are the special terminal ends on the main wire
harness that matches with the head light wire socket, which is located in the wire plug. To
install drip solder into the terminal then push the copper wire into the solder. Set of 6. These are
the chrome conduits, that the wires go through from the radiator shell to the headlight and horn.
These are the stainless conduits, that the wires go through from the radiator shell to the
headlight and horn. Black loom with correct ends. This piece slips up on the headlight wire
conduits to the headlight sockets. They come with conduit sets. Popular with hot rodders, these
are made in stainless steel. Cannot be used with radiator shells. These are the thin rubber pads
that fit between the headlight bar and the fender, with no border as original. These are the
accessory style rubber pads with the lip around the edge that fit between the headlight bar and
the fender. These are ideal, if your paint is a little rough from the headlight bar. This strap is
riveted inside the headlamp bucket to hold the A bolt in place. Headlight Switch. Looking for the
headlight switch parts? All the steering wheel headlight switch parts are in the "Steering
Section" section. Click Here! Skip to main content. Email to friends Share on Facebook - opens
in a new window or tab Share on Twitter - opens in a new window or tab Share on Pinterest opens in a new window or tab. Add to Watchlist. People who viewed this item also viewed.
Showing Slide 1 of 1 - Carousel. Check if this part fits your vehicle. Contact the seller. Picture
Information. Mouse over to Zoom - Click to enlarge. Have one to sell? Sell it yourself. Get the
item you ordered or get your money back. Learn more - eBay Money Back Guarantee - opens in
new window or tab. Seller information fatnyella Contact seller. Visit store. See other items More
See all. Item information Condition:. Ford Model A headlight Reflector. Sign in to check out
Check out as a guest. The item you've selected wasn't added to your cart. Add to Watchlist
Unwatch. Watch list is full. Longtime member. No additional import charges at delivery! This
item will be posted through the Global Shipping Program and includes international tracking.
Learn more - opens in a new window or tab. May not post to Ukraine - Read item description or
contact seller for postage options. See details. Item location:. Posts to:. This amount is subject
to change until you make payment. For additional information, see the Global Shipping Program
terms and conditions - opens in a new window or tab This amount includes applicable customs
duties, taxes, brokerage and other fees. For additional information, see the Global Shipping
Program terms and conditions - opens in a new window or tab. Cash on pickup. International
postage paid to Pitney Bowes Inc. Learn more - opens in a new window or tab International
postage and import charges paid to Pitney Bowes Inc. Learn more - opens in a new window or
tab Any international postage and import charges are paid in part to Pitney Bowes Inc. Learn
more - opens in a new window or tab International postage paid to Pitney Bowes Inc. Learn
more - opens in a new window or tab Any international postage is paid in part to Pitney Bowes
Inc. Related sponsored items. Showing Slide 1 of 2 - Carousel. Report item - opens in a new
window or tab. Seller assumes all responsibility for this listing. Item specifics Condition: Brand
New: A brand-new, unused, unopened, undamaged item in its original packaging where
packaging is applicable. Packaging should be the same as what is found in a retail store, unless
the item was packaged by the manufacturer in non-retail packaging, such as an unprinted box
or plastic bag. See the seller's listing for full details. See all condition definitions - opens in a

new window or tab Read more about the condition. Ford Model A headlight reflector. For more
details contact Early Times Autos. Postage and handling. The seller has not specified a postage
method to Ukraine. Contact the seller - opens in a new window or tab and request postage to
your location. Postage cost can't be calculated. Please enter a valid postcode. There are 4 items
available. Please enter a number less than or equal to 4. Select a valid country. Please enter five
or nine numbers for the postcode. Return policy. The seller won't accept returns for this item.
You must return items in their original packaging and in the same condition as when you
received them. If you don't follow our item condition policy for returns , you may not receive a
full refund. Refunds by law: In Australia, consumers have a legal right to obtain a refund from a
business if the goods purchased are faulty, not fit for purpose or don't match the seller's
description. More information at returns. Payment details. Payment methods Cash on pickup.
Back to home page Return to top. Back to home page. Listed in category:. Email to friends
Share on Facebook - opens in a new window or tab Share on Twitter - opens in a new window or
tab Share on Pinterest - opens in a new window or tab Add to Watchlist. Image not available
Photos not available for this variation. Brand New: A brand-new, unused, unopened,
undamaged item in its original packaging where packaging is applicable. Quantity: Change
country: -Select- Australia There are 4 items available. Postcode: Please enter a valid postcode.
Skip to main content. Include description. Model A Items Model T 9 Items 9. AA 1 Items 1. No
Warranty 59 Items Unspecified Length 23 Items Ford 55 Items Unbranded 2 Items 2. Not
Specified Items New Items Used Items Please provide a valid price range. Buying Format. All
Listings. Buy It Now. Item Location. Canada Only. North America. Delivery Options. Free
International Shipping. Free In-store Pickup. Free Local Pickup. Show only. Free Returns.
Returns Accepted. Authorized Seller. Completed Items. Sold Items. More filters Any Condition
New Used. Gallery View Customize. Find the right parts for your Ford Model A. Enter Year Tell
us about your vehicle to find the right parts faster. Last one. Almost gone. Shipping not
specified. Amounts shown in italicized text are for items listed in currency other than Canadian
dollars and are approximate conversions to Canadian dollars based upon Bloomberg's
conversion rates. For more recent exchange rates, please use the Universal Currency
Converter. This page was last updated: Feb Number of bids and bid amounts may be slightly
out of date. See each listing for international shipping options and costs. Contact Us Need a
part? Read this first! Login or Sign Up. Logging in Remember me. Log in. Forgot password or
user name? Non registered users have limited site access.. You have to register before you can
post. Click here to register! Please note that your first few posts will not show up on the boards
until they are moderated for spam. Model A Forums. Posts Latest Activity Photos. Page of 1.
Filtered by:. Previous template Next. Tags: None. Here is a thread on them, so save your money.
Mine are collecting dust on the bench. Comment Post Cancel. A few nights ago, I was followed
by a friend in his 6 volt car fitted with LEDs. The glare in the rear vision mirror was intolerable. I
wouldn't like to be driving towards them. IMO, they are unsafe for that reason and I wouldn't
instal them. Last edited by Greynomad ; , AM. Originally posted by Greynomad View Post. Poor
Boy. I am absolutely challenged when it comes to electrical, but it must be possible to make
LED bulbs that can be focused and dimmed. Does it not just take two elements, one above the
other , similar to the style of the original bulbs? Again, I have no idea what I am talking about,
but I know that some of you guys do. I personally do not care if they are six dollars or sixty, but
I I really like the idea of the low amperage draw, and good lights. Please someone, educate me.
Originally posted by Mitch View Post. It must have been those Logolites. The Led's mentioned
above are too dim to blind anyone. I just want to say regarding the linked thread above. We all
jumped on them without testing because they were so cheap. Nobody was mislead in anyway.
Originally posted by Poor Boy View Post. I hope no body thought I had mislead anybody. I can't
see that I did but that comment has me puzzled. Ok, since this is actually going nowhere I am
going to say one more time, that MikeK's research didn't include all the LEDs available and it
seems that I believe Carl and I are the only ones willing to spend the amount of funds it takes to
purchase focusable usable LEDs that work in a Model A headlight. Now, the major problem is
they are 12v Neg chassis ONLY, and if you are not willing to change over, please stop reading
here. There is a company named JDMastar here in Ca that I guess imports LEDs to fit all the
wide variety of modern style light sockets and have one that fits the Halogen sockets used for
the Model A reflectors. Now, since I did the installation on mine I did post pictures somewhere
Mitch will probably find and link to. The only thing needed to adjust on these lights is the angle
and depth and they work GREAT and while driving with them on, I have no complaints from
either oncoming drivers, or Model A owners ahead of me while out cruising. I have however
heard "WOW, I can sure see you back there. You wana look waaay far up da road and plan yer
route because the brakes are far more of a suggestion than a command! Originally posted by
DaWizard View Post. Last edited by CarlG ; , PM. Related Topics. We heard where one person

tried newly advertised LED bulbs in his typical Model A headlight reflectors Channel: Model A
Forum. I finally found some 6 volt LED bulbs that really work with positive ground. I bought
these to try in the instrument panel in my Studebakers, which are also 6 volt positive ground
cars. The put out a nice light, but unfortunately didn't work to light up the special glow in the
dark gauges that Studebaker used New LED headlight question. I picked up my car from the
shop yesterday and tried to install the new Logo bulbs. Whenever I turned the headlights on, the
fuse that I have on the starter immediately blew. I pulled the reflector out and tried again same
result. With the regular incandescent bulb no problems. I only tried the one bulb in the
passenger side only. LED Headlights. Let me know please Headlight LED bulbs from Berts. Has
anyone tried these? LED headlights. Has anyone ever tried to use the behind the lens sealed
beam adapters and use LED sealed beam type conversion bulbs? I just installed LED headlight
bulbs. They plug right in to the original socket. Quick and easy. I want them for day time driving
so the others on the road will see me. They work great for that with absolutely no draw on the
ammeter. Focusing them is another issue. Probably not going to happen. But if I am caught out
at night, which is not likely, it only takes a minute to swap the original bulbs I wanted to change
both headlight bulbs at the same time so they would have the same brightness. When I installed
the bulbs in the headlight socket two of them had filaments that were parallel to each other like
they should be but not horizontal. Two of the four The present bulbs are sealed MAZDA A
similar to the 35 watt Westinghouse bulbs available from Taillight King and others which fit in
housings and retained by a chrome trim ring. Looking for a source for LED or single replaceable
bulbs out there, before we try Channel: Electrical Reference. Unconfigured Ad Widget. All
Rights Reserved. Reproduction or Publication Prohibited without Permission. Yes No. OK
Cancel. JavaScript seems to be disabled in your browser. For the best experience on our site,
be sure to turn on Javascript in your browser. Eckler's warehouse is open, shipping daily and
ready to meet all of your automotive needs. Most orders ship same day! Model A Shop All.
Actually, the first car produced by the developing auto manufacturer was labeled the Model A.
Henry Ford would work his way through a series of letter designations for his automotive
creations before settling on the successful formula that would become the Model T. In an
unusual business move, Ford halted production of the Model T in May of , shutting down the
entire production operation for 6 months to allow for retooling and final development of the new
Model A Ford. Unbeknownst to his father, Edsel had been secretly working on the development
of a new car and would ultimately play a significant role in the design of what would become the
Ford Model A. Henry Ford's goal to create a "universal car" was not limited to the car's design.
Ford's implementation of assembly line manufacturing in would drastically reduce build time, as
well as production costs. Unlike its predecessor, the Model T, which was the result of an
evolving process of design, the Model A was designed, complete, from the ground up. Other
significant improvements were an electric starter, water pump, speedometer and gas gauge,
and the introduction of Triplex safety glass. The styling of the Ford Model A, elegant and
integrated compared to the Model T, brought Ford into the modern era with a vehicle that looked
more like a car and less like a horseless carriage. In an effort to meet demand, Ford steadily
boosted production, peaking at around 9, cars per day by June of During its four-year
production run, the Model A Ford would be offered in a wide variety of car and truck body
styles. The Standard Fordor 2 window was also introduced. Options for truck bodies remained
the same from the previous year. For , the Leatherback and Steelback Fordors, as well as the
Special and Business Coupes, would be dropped from the lineup. The Standard Fordor 2
window and Town Car were no longer offered. For truck bodies, a Deluxe Pickup and a wide bed
Pickup box were introduced. Like the rest of the nation, the Ford Motor Company would endure
the effects of the economic Depression that began with the stock market crash in October of
Despite reducing prices for , Ford continued to see a steady decline of new car sales. Perhaps
learning from his mistake of sticking with the Model T long after the public regarded it as
outdated, Henry Ford had been actively working on a new design for While MAC's makes every
effort to ensure accurate content, occasionally errors may occur. If it is all steel, it is a A. If it
has wood parts, it is a 60C. The solution was to seal the edges with a sealant. Size: , 4. Station
Wagon: 5" x 21" or 19", pressure 40 lbs. Firestone 19" or 21". Goodrich 19" or 21". Lester 19" or
21". This change was made in December of See page Service Bulletins. The Ford box used a 9
roller bearing, while the Gemmer box used a 13 roller bearing. Gear Ratio: 3. Pinion Bearing
Cup: Double taper roller type B Ring Gear: 8. ID of Wheel Hub: 3. Compression in individual
cylinders: 80, 85, 83, 82 PSI. Compression in individual cylinders: 77, 79, 82, 79 PSI. Weight with
Rings Installed 1 lb. Piston Skirt. Variation in Piston Compression Height. Ring Taper:. Ring End
Gap: Top. Pin Side Clearance:. Lift of Cam:. End Play Spring Tension: Approximately 35
pounds. Camshaft Material: Special Ford carbon manganese steel. Gear Tolerances in Regular
Spacing of Teeth: 0. Diameter: 1. Weight: 63 lbs. Model B 52 to 55 lbs. Pilot bearing hole is

concentric with crankshaft flange shoulder within. Clutch mounting shoulder diameter must be
concentric with crankshaft flange diameter within. Flywheels provide momentum to keep the
crankshaft spinning. Clearance, Intake Valves in Guides. Valve Guides. Valve Spring 1. Valve
Lifter AA used with A camshaft , length 2. Oil Pump Capacity: 9 pints, minimum at rpm. Housing
Cover to Face of Gears Clearance:. Drive Gear to Camshaft Gear Clearance:. Bearings: Main
shaft front ball ; Main shaft rear ball Case Front Bearing Hole: 3. Case Rear Bearing Hole: 2.
Usually, Zenith carburetors are found painted black, while Tillotsons are normally unpainted
aluminum color. Fan delivers about cfm at 1, rpm, about 24 mph. Steel Thickness:. Normal
Charging Rate: 12 amps armature rpm 25mph. Armature: 14 coils with 6 turns of 17 copper wire.
Field Current Draw: 6. Soon Ford replaced them with the more familiar generator that is shown
below. Photo Captions: 1. Cut-Out 2. Cover band 3. Pulley 4. Rear End Plate. Capacity 80 amp
hours, starting capacity 98 amps. Type of Drive: Bendix except early Rotation:
Counterclockwise viewed from commutator or bushing end. All Other Wiring: except high
tension circuit 16 gauge. Ignition Circuit:. Set point gap at. The rubbing block on the points will
wear down. After this point, wear might only be. Therefore, be sure to reset the point opening to.
Spark Plug Gap:. Instrument Panel: 3 candle power, single contact, B Commercial Dome: 21
candle power, single contact, B More Info. Bottom of Block to Camshaft Centerline: 2. Top of
Block to Camshaft Bore Centerline: 8. Distributor Drive Gear Bore:. Cylinder Bore Perpendicular
to the Top of the Block:. From the start of production, the Model A was equipped with
windshield wipers. Laboratories, Inc. Model A. Clicking on a topic will jump you to that section.
Model A Identification. Back to Top. Deluxe Tudor Sedan. Leatherback Fordor Brown.
Leatherback Fordor Black. Cabriolet Slant Window. Town Sedan Murray. Town Sedan Briggs.
Standard Fordor Slant Window. Town Sedan Slant Window. Standard Fordor Murray. Standard
Fordor Briggs. Standard Fordor 2 Windows. Deluxe Fordor 2 Windows. Deluxe Delivery
Standard. Deluxe Delivery Drop Floor. Tire Specifications Size: , 4. Tire Tread Images Firestone
19" or 21". Excelsior 19" or 21". Universal 19" or 21". Bedford 19". Cylinder Head Specifications
Head: 4. Compression in individual cylinders: 80, 85, 83, 82 PSI Head: 4. Engine Specifications
Rated Horsepower: Piston Specifications Displacement Connecting rod is assembled with oil
dippers toward camshaft. Flywheel Specifications Weight: 63 lbs. Balance: Within 15 in. Ring
Gear Shoulder Diameter: Valve Specifications Lift. Main Jet:. Gas Tank Specifications Steel
Thickness:. Condenser Capacity:. Wiring Books. Windshield Wiper Information From the start of
production, the Model A was equipped with windshield wipers. Hood Specifications. Skip to
main content. Related: ford model a headlight lens ford model a headlight Include description.
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